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a b s t r a c t

The obstacles modeling is a fundamental and significant issue for path planning and automatic navi-
gation of Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV). In this study, we propose a novel obstacles modeling method
based on high resolution satellite images. It involves two main steps: extraction of obstacle features and
construction of convex hulls. To extract the obstacle features, a series of operations such as sea-land
segmentation, obstacles details enhancement, and morphological transformations are applied. Further-
more, an efficient algorithm is proposed to mask the obstacles into convex hulls, which mainly includes
the cluster analysis of obstacles area and the determination rules of edge points. Experimental results
demonstrate that the models achieved by the proposed method and the manual have high similarity. As
an application, the model is used to find the optimal path for USV. The study shows that the obstacles
modeling method is feasible, and it can be applied to USV path planning.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

With the development of high resolution images from new
generation commercial satellites, the rich features information in
the satellite images has been widely applied in navigation system
or spatial path planning for unmanned ground vehicles (Shi et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2016), but rarely for Unmanned Surface Vehi-
cles (USVs). To enable USV to avoid various obstacles flexibly, many
scholars have studied the collision avoidance algorithms and ob-
tained lots of results (Yan et al., 2010; Kristan et al., 2015; Gongxing
et al., 2016). Almost all of collision avoidance algorithms are
inseparable from the environmental model which is usually based
on Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
(Campbell et al., 2012; Fukuto and Imazu, 2013). However, obstacles
information in Electronic Chart (EC) images are not comprehensive,
especially in the cluttered offshore areas. Compared with EC im-
ages, satellite images not only contain land, islands, ships, reefs,
harbors, breakwaters and coastline information, but also contain
fishing culture zones and cloud fields (where the clouds are densely
distributed, and perhaps with storm). During the process of
modeling, we identify the information mentioned above as

obstacles. Therefore, obstacles model can be comprehensively and
accurately set up by using satellite images instead of traditional EC
images.

How to build the obstacles model using satellite images is the
key issue to USV path planning. In this paper, obstacles modeling
method is divided into the detection of target objects (et.obstacles)
and their construction of convex hulls. There are many methods of
detecting target object from complex satellite images. For different
target objects, the detection methods are different. For example,
Werff (van der Werff and van der Meer, 2008) applied shape-based
measures to classify different morphology of water bodies in
Landsat image, but this method required completeness and conti-
guity of the target object, and an accurate shape description. Gao
(Lining et al., 2011) and Corbane (Corbane et al., 2010) specially
extracted the ship targets and ignored the non-ship targets on the
sea surface according to the features of ships, which can reduce the
complexity of the algorithm. Naouai (Naouai et al., 2010) extracted
urban road from satellite images, and a road segmentation method
based on road shape feature is proposed, which can eliminate the
interference information according to continuation of the road.
Singh (Singh and Garg, 2013) and Anil (Anil and Natarajan, 2013)
extracted the road using adaptive global threshold and morpho-
logical operations respectively, and their results can be used in
automatic path planning for unmanned ground vehicles. Hoang
(Hoang and Jo, 2015) detected roads on the satellite images and the
road maps, then used a heuristic algorithm based on Dijkstra
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technique to provide the shortest path for vehicle motion. The
above methods all succeeded in extracting target objects, and some
of them have been applied in path planning for unmanned ground
vehicles. However, some target objects (e.g. river, ships, roads) have
the feature of similarity or priority, while the obstacles information
we concern is various on the sea, and those obstacles do not possess
features such as similarity and priority.

In addition, the shape and contour of obstacles are also complex
and they can be divided into two categories: One has clear contour,
such as islands, reefs, breakwaters and static ships; the other has
fuzzy contour, such as the coastline, fishing culture zones, cloud
fields and dynamic ships. Since the spatial heterogeneity of ob-
stacles in the satellite image, we need a convex hull algorithmwith
high accuracy and instant adaption to cluttered environments.
Graham algorithm (Graham, 1972) has the advantages of simple
principle and easy realization. However, it's mainly for the set of
points and its computational efficiency is low when the target
objects are complicated. Researchers have made great improve-
ments to the convex hull method, and related results are as follows.
Liu (Bin and Tao, 2012) proposed an efficient convex hull algorithm
for the planar point set based on the recursive method and Prin-
ciple Component Analysis (PCA)method. The convex hull algorithm
was applied to a fast 3D measurement system. Singh (Singh et al.,
2016) published a paper on localizing salient object based on a
convex hull approach with Gaussian mixture model. Their methods
mainly focused on improving the performance in shorter time, but
still there are certain challenges like partial occlusion, noise inter-
ference, background clutter, etc.

From the above-mentioned works, we can deduce that some
existing methods can be applied to obstacles modeling under
simple environments already, but their shortcoming is lack of ac-
curacy, especially in cluttered environments. Therefore, more ac-
curate methods for obstacles modeling by using satellite images
need to be proposed. The satellite images are expected to detect
obstacles more comprehensive. Yang (Yang et al., 2015) proposed a
path planning algorithm for USV by directly converting the satellite
images into binary images, but it mainly concerned about the
performance of the path planning algorithm. The obstacles
modeling method has not been studied thoroughly and the
threshold method for image segmentation will fail once the envi-
ronment is complex. Therefore, this paper presents a new approach
to obstacles modeling in satellite images focusing on obstacles
detection and convex hull algorithm.

2. Methodology framework

In this work, we propose an obstacles modeling method using
high resolution satellite images and its application for path plan-
ning of USV. This modeling method involves obstacles features

extraction and convex hull algorithm. The specific method mainly
consists of following phases. First, we use scale space method for
sea-land segmentation, and the image is divided roughly into the
land area, offshore area, and deep-sea area. After the sea-land
segmentation, the image is cut into many tiles by image tiling for
enhancing the obstacles details. As a parallel processing technique,
the second fine segmentation is used on these image tiles which
can protect the detail information. After that, the morphological
transformation is applied to eliminate the image of isolated noise,
so as to obtain complete obstacles information. Finally, the
extracted obstacles information is clustered according to the con-
nectivity of the region, and the convex hulls of the obstacles in the
satellite image are constructed. The flow chart of obstacles
modeling method is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Obstacles modeling method

The proposed method is applied to the detection of obstacles
and their corresponding convex hulls from the satellite images. In
this paper, the satellite image is obtained through Landsat 8 which
was jointly designed and launched by NASA and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) in 2013. The satellite can capture image
detail more clearly and colorfully. Fig. 2 shows a high spatial res-
olution satellite image covering the sea area of Meizhou Bay located
in the center of China southeast coast. The size of the image is
2560� 2560 pixels, and the spatial resolution can reach
4:78 meters.

From the satellite image (Fig. 2), we can see the environment of
Meizhou Bay is extremely complex, specifically as follows: (a)
Coupled with the breakwater, ports and other artificial facilities,
nature coastline itself is irregular, which seriously damaged the
continuity of the coastline. (b) The land area has a large number of
green vegetation area, whose color is close to the offshore area. (c)
There are also plenty of sporadic islands and reefs in the offshore
area, which is similar in color to the land area. (d) The widely
distributed fishing culture zones are irregular in shape and blurred
in their boundary, which can cause significant economic losses if
USV sails into the area. (e) The deep-sea area is characterized by
dark blue and fewer obstacles, but there are also the activities of
other dynamic ships.

3.1. Sea-land segmentation

Compared with the information contained in the sea, the land
information is cumbersome and unnecessary, which will cause a
great deal of disturbance. Therefore, it is essential to divide the sea
and the land information before the satellite image processing. The
specific process of sea-land segmentation is as follows:

Fig. 1. The flow chart of obstacles modeling method.
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1) Since the sea and land belong to the large-scale structure in-
formation in the satellite image, and as the multi-resolution
theory explained, the low resolution image is suitable for
large-scale structural information segmentation. Therefore, it is
necessary to down-sample the original high resolution image.
The input image is down-sampled and the result is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The down-sample processing is given as:

Id ¼ Downsampled20�20½Io� (1)

where Io is the original image, and Downsampled20�20½,� reduces
the size of the argument by a factor of 20 both width wise and
height wise.

2) By analyzing the satellite image features, we can see that it can
be roughly divided into the deep-sea area, offshore area, and
land area. It is impossible to separate the offshore area and the
land area, if the k-means clustering method (Macqueen, 1967) is
used because their color features are similar and can be classi-
fied as a class. In this paper, Fuzzy C-means algorithm (Dunn,
1973) is used to compare each pixel value of RGB space with
every center point value in each cluster. Assigning a value (0� 1)
for each pixel to indicate the center of which class it is closer to.

This fuzzy rule means that the sum of all the cluster values is 1.
The classification result is shown in Fig. 3(b), (c), (d). The clas-
sification processing is given as:

fId�cluster1; Id�cluster2; Id�cluster3g ¼ Clustered½Id� (2)

where Id�cluster1 ,Id�cluster2 and Id�cluster3 represent the deep-sea
area, land area, and offshore area respectively, and Clustered½,� in-
dicates the classification algorithm based on Fuzzy C-means.where
Upsampled20�20½,� uses the common bilinear interpolationmethod,
and the image reconstructed by this method has a smooth edge.

3) We reconstructed the deep-sea area Id�cluster1 and the land area
Id�cluster2 by up-sampling processing to the same size as the
original input image, and the processing is as follows:

Io�cluster1 ¼ Upsampled20�20½Id�cluster1� (3)

Io�cluster2 ¼ Upsampled20�20½Id�cluster2� (4)

4) It is necessary to convert the RGB images into a grayscale image,
then use the reconstructed images of the deep-sea area Io�cluster1
and the land area Io�cluster2 as the segmentation templates, and
map the templates to the original input image. The navigable
deep-sea area is mapped to white, and the non-navigable land
area is mapped to black, and the remaining offshore area is
retained. The segmentation processing is as follows:

Isðx; yÞ ¼
8<
:

255 if Io�cluster1ðx; yÞs0
0 if Io�cluster2ðx; yÞs0

Ioðx; yÞ else them
(5)

where ðx; yÞ represents the coordinate position of the pixel, and
Isðx; yÞ is the intensity of the pixel in the sea-land segmentation
image.

It is clear that the land area, deep-sea area, and offshore area are
roughly separated by the sea-land segmentation, and protects the
intact detail of the offshore area with a wealth of obstacles features
information.

3.2. Obstacles details enhancement

With a large amount of high resolution satellite image data, the
computer configuration requirements are higher for the direct
image processing, and it is dangerous to lose the local information.
Image tiling is used to process the image Is. This operation results in
not only a faster parallel processing, but also more effective
handling of local information especially in cluttered sea area.

Most useless information of original satellite image has been
shielded by rough sea-land segmentation and combined with

Fig. 2. A high spatial resolution satellite image covering the sea area of Meizhou Bay.

Fig. 3. Sea-land segmentation of the down-sampled image. (a) The input image. (b) The deep-sea area. (c) The land area. (d) The offshore area.
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image tiling, we can focus on dealing with the information in the
offshore area. Obstacles extraction based on image tiling flowchart
is shown in Fig. 4.

The image Is (2560� 2560 pixels) is divided into 10� 10 tiles of
256� 256 pixels. The edge of obstacles contains a large amount of
information, so the edge information needs to be enhanced. A
threshold is employed to determine whether a pixel needs to be
enhanced or not, the formula is as follows:

Ikeði; jÞ ¼
�
Gði; jÞ þ C if Gði; jÞ> T
Iks ði; jÞ else them

(6)

where Iks is the k-th image tile, Ike is the k-th enhanced image tile,
ði; jÞ represents the pixel coordinate position in the image tile, i;
j2½1;256�, k ¼ 1;2;…;100, and Gði; jÞ is Robert Gradient of Iks ði; jÞ.
The threshold T is selected as the average gray value of the image
tiles, and the constant C selects the difference between the gray
scale maximum value of the image tiles and 255.

After the image enhancement, the image tiles are binarized to
segment the obstacles information. According to the histogram of
the image tiles, we can see the gray value of the navigable area is
stable, and concentrated compared with the obstacles area where
the gray value change violently. As the histogram usually has a
”peak”, a dual-threshold segmentation method is used in this
paper:

Ikbði; jÞ ¼
(
1 if

�
Hl < ¼ Ikeði; jÞ< ¼ Hr

�
∪
�
Ikeði; jÞ ¼ 255

�
0 else them

(7)

where Ikb is the k-th binarization image, Hl and Hr are the left and
right limits of the peak respectively. Fig. 5 shows the six typical
image tiles, and their histograms and binarization images. In their
histogram, the red coils highlight their single ”peak”. For the
binarization images, white represents the navigable area, and black
represents the obstacles.

When the obstacles area and navigable area were separated in
each image tiles, the obstacles information of the sea area can be
reconstruction by combining the information of all the image tiles.

3.3. Morphological transformations

Once the image is segmented using above steps, most obstacles
are extracted in the binarization image Ib. The image contains only
two kinds colors: black or white, where the black represent ob-
stacles, and white represent navigable areas. Unfortunately, there
are still some ”isolated” black areas, such as rafts and cages
equipment in the fish culture zones. Besides, there is also inter-
ference information from nearby obstacles and other objects. The
extracted rafts culture area and cages culture area information are
shown respectively in Fig. 6(a) and (b). It can be seen that the
boundary information is ambiguous and the surrounding noise is
dispersedly distributed. If we direct extract their convex hulls, it
will produce small and meaningless convex hulls. Up to this point,
mathematical morphological transformations are used to connect
the isolated areas and remove small interference information with
the help of algebraic nonlinear operators.

In the binarization image Ib, an array containing values at each
pixel ðx; yÞ is defined as a finite subset in Z2 . Basic mathematical
morphological transformations include dilation and erosion (Serra,
1982), as follows:

Ibðx; yÞ4B ¼ max
ðm;nÞ2B

fIbðx�m; y� nÞg (8)

Ibðx; yÞ.B ¼ max
ðm;nÞ2B

fIbðxþm; yþ nÞg (9)

where 4 and . denote dilation and erosion, respectively. B is
structuring element, which is flat, rhombic in shape, symmetrical
about the origin, and of primitive size m� n. Dilation makes the
image brightened, while erosion makes the image darkened. In
general, the two possible combinations of the dilation and erosion
result in opening and closing, which are used for filtering and
smoothing. Opening (+) and closing (�) are nonlinear morpholog-
ical transformations, as follows:

Ibðx; yÞ+B ¼ ½ðIbðx; yÞ.BÞ4B� (10)

Ibðx; yÞ � B ¼ ½ðIbðx; yÞ4BÞ.B� (11)

In this part, we want to fill holes in obstacles, connect small
breaks, and smooth the boundaries. Also, these mathematical
morphological operators are employed to generate an image Im, as
follow:

Imðx; yÞ ¼ ½ðIbðx; yÞ+BÞ4B�4B (12)

During the above equation, opening tends to eliminate the noise
details smaller than B, which has a size of 3� 3. Then, we employ
dilation operators twice, the boundaries of obstacles can be
moderately extended outward, and remove the interference

Fig. 4. The flowchart of obstacles detail extraction based on image tiling.
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information around the obstacles. Besides, the little holes inside the
obstacles are filled to facilitate the following convex hulls con-
struction. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the results of the morphological
operations of the rafts culture area and cages culture areas.

3.4. Construction of convex hulls

The construction of convex hulls is the key procedure of the
whole framework, which directly affects the accuracy of the ob-
stacles modeling. To extract the convex hulls of the obstacles effi-
ciently and accurately, a novel convex hull algorithm is proposed,
aiming at the cluttered satellite images. The specific steps of convex
hull algorithm are as follows:

Step 1 Marking and coding of connected components. The con-
nected components of the black pixels in the binarization
image are marked so that they are identified as individual

blocks, and then the geometric parameters of the block can
be obtained, such as area size, edge contour, and centroid.
The marked blocks are coded in order of area size (the sum
of all the pixels in the connected components) from the
largest to the smallest: A>B>C >D> E> F >G>H, as
shown in Fig. 7(a).

Step 2 Clustering analysis of connected components. We select
the larger connected components as the centers of clus-
tering, such as A, B, and C in Fig. 7(a), and the remaining
connected components need to be clustered by turns.
Searching whether there are the nearest connected com-
ponents in a certain distance range for each small connected
components: If there is a nearest connected component and
it happens to be a clustering center, then they will be
clustered into a class and stop searching; If there is a con-
nected component but it is not a clustering center, then they
will be clustered into a new connected component and

Fig. 5. Image binarization based on the histogram. (a),(d),(g)(j)(m) and (p) are the enhanced images tiles. (b),(e),(h)(k)(n) and (q) are their histograms. (c),(f),(i)(l)(o) and (r) are their
binarization images.

Fig. 6. Mathematical morphology transformations. (a) Rafts culture area. (b) Cages culture area. (c) Result of the mathematical morphology transformations for rafts culture area. (d)
Result of the mathematical morphology transformations for cages culture area.
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continue to search; If there is no connected component, it is
set as a new clustering center and stop searching. There are
5 clusters in Fig. 7(a), where the colors are same in a cluster.

Step 3 Determination of the second-order moment axis. The
second-order moment axis is a straight line that passes the
centroid of the clustered connected component, and sat-
isfies the following formula:

D ¼ min
n
SxSyr2xy

o
(13)

where r2xy is the distance from the point (x,y) to the minimum
second-order moment axis, and (x,y) belongs to clustered con-
nected component. The intersections Ps; Pe of the minimum
second-order moment axis and the outer edge of the set fA;Dg are
two endpoints of the convex hull. Then, the coordinate system is
reestablished using the minimum second-order moment axis as
the datum axis (X axis), the midpoint of Ps and Pe is used as the
coordinate origin O, and the pixels in the set fA;Dg are mapped to
the new coordinate. According to the positive and negative of the
ordinate, the original set fA;Dg is divided into two subsets: fPposg
and fPnegg, as shown in Fig. 7(b). By dividing the set, the convex hull
endpoints are searched in parallel to improve the efficiency of the
algorithm.

Step 4 Extraction of the convex hull edge points. In this paper,
the extraction of the convex hull edge points method takes
the set fPposg as an example. First, the pixel points Piðxi; yiÞ
in the set fPposg are sorted by the following way:

if xi < xjðisjÞ, Pj is arranged after Pi;
if xi ¼ xj, and yi < yjðisjÞ, Pj is arranged after Pi.
According to the sorting result, the point Pm that has the

maximum vertical coordinate can be found, and a convex hull edge
point can be extracted. At the same time, the horizontal coordinate
of Pm divides the set fPposg into two subsets. Then, the convex hull
edge points are searched again in two subsets. Similarly, the datum
axis, coordinate system and the order of the points are updated, so
the next convex hull edge point can be extracted, and so on. Until
the maximum vertical coordinate from the sorting result is less
than or equal to 1 pixel, the searching process will stop in the
subsets, as shown in Fig. 7(c). In this paper, a recursive algorithm is
used to find the convex hull edge points, the pseudo codes are as
follows:

Algorithm 1. Framework for extraction of the convex hull edge
points

Input:P:all points in the set; s:start point;e:end point;
Output: the convex hull edge points of set P.

1 FindConvexHullEdgePionts ðP; s;eÞ
2 m)� 1
3 ðe� sÞ>1 then
4 m)FindMaxPiontðP; s;eÞ
5 else
6 exit
7 end if
8 if m ¼ �1 then
9 exit

10 else
11 FindConvexHullEdgePionts ðP; s;mÞ
12 FindConvexHullEdgePionts ðP;m;eÞ
13 end if

where FindMaxPiontðÞ is achieved by fast sorting method. The
convex hulls of the connected components are obtained by linking
these edge points. All the connected components in the image are
found using the above algorithm, then their convex hulls can be
constructed, as shown in Fig. 7(d).

From these steps of the convex hull algorithm, all the pixel
points need to be traversed in the first three steps, and their al-
gorithm complexity is OðnÞ, while the n represents the number of
explored pixels. The convex hull algorithm mainly takes longer
time in the last step. Since the parallel calculation method is
adopted, and only the edge points of the connected components are
considered in the recursive algorithm, the complexity of the
recursive algorithm is less than OðnlognÞ.

4. Experiment results

4.1. Experiment of convex hull algorithm

In this section, we use the proposed algorithm to construct the
convex hulls of the binarization image. For example, Fig. 8 shows
the convex hulls results of the dynamic ship, rafts culture areas, and
cloud field. In order to evaluate the performance of the convex hull
algorithm, the running times of the Graham algorithm and our
proposed algorithm are compared, and the results are shown in
Table 1. All the experiments ran on MATLAB platform, and using
Windows 7 environment over Inter Core i5-6500 processor with a
speed of 3.2 GHz and 8 GB RAM.

We can observe from the data in Table 1 that the running time of
the proposed algorithm is not significantly better than Graham
algorithm when the area size is small, but with the increase of the
area size, the proposed algorithm will run far better than Graham
algorithm.

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the convex hull algorithm. (a) Clustering analysis of connected components. (b) Determining of the second-order moment axis. (c) Extracting the
convex hull edge points. (d) Linking the convex hulls edge points.
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4.2. Evaluation of the obstacles model

According to the satellite image of Meizhou Bay, using the
modeling method proposed in this paper, the obstacles model can
be obtained, as shown in Fig. 9(a). The manually marked obstacles
model by an expert is taken as the reference result in Fig. 9(b). The
convex hulls of the obstacles area are marked as ”black”, and the
navigable sea area is marked as ”white”.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we use
some mathematical parameters to describe the evaluation results.
These mathematical parameters are sensitivity, specificity,
correctness, Jaccard index and Dice coefficient. Among these pa-
rameters, sensitivity and specificitymean true positive rate and true
negative rate respectively, and correctness represents the percent-
age of the obstacles model data which are correct (Metz, 1978).
sensitivity, specificity and correctness are calculated as:

sensitivity ¼ TP
TP þ FN

(14)

specificity ¼ TN
TN þ FP

(15)

correctness ¼ TP
TP þ FP

(16)

Fig. 8. Results of the convex hull algorithm. (a) Dynamic ship. (b) Rafts culture area 1. (c) Rafts culture area 2. (d) Cloud field.

Table 1
Running time of the convex hull algorithms.

Sample Area size (pixel) Graham algorithm (s) The proposed algorithm (s)

Dynamic ships 958 0.036122 0.024182
Rafts culture area 1 22607 0.625431 0.040314
Rafts culture area 2 26225 0.642335 0.043316
Cloud field 156607 1.285418 0.422279

Fig. 9. The obstacles models. (a) By proposed method. (b) By manual method.

Table 2
Evaluation parameters of the obstacles model.

sensitivity (%) specificity (%) correctness (%) JaccardIndex DiceCoefficient

99.2243 97.0032 98.0871 0.9734 0.9865
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where TP or true positive means a pixel appearing in both manual
obstacles model and obstacles model by proposed method. TN or
true negative means a pixel absent in both manual obstacles model
and obstacles model by proposed method. FP is false positive,
which means a pixel absent in manual obstacles model but
appearing in obstacles model by proposed method. FN is false
negative, which means a pixel appearing in manual obstacles
model and absent in obstacles model by proposed method.

In addition, Jaccard index and Dice coefficient are statistical
measures of similarity between the manually model and the pro-
posed model. Jaccard index and Dice coefficient are given by:

Jaccard index ¼ IR∩IP
IR∪IP

(17)

Dice coefficient ¼ 2� IR∩IP
IR þ IP

(18)

where IR represents manually marked obstacles area, IP represents
obstacles area marked by proposed method. The value of Jaccard
index andDice coefficient are between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates not
similar, and 1 means the perfect agreement, and higher numbers
show better agreement.

Table 2 shows that the five mathematical parameters result are
significantly good for this proposed obstacles modeling method.
We deduce that the models achieved by the proposed method and
the manual method have high similarity.

4.3. Application to path planning

Suppose we need to find a collision free and shortest path for
USV from the port of Xiaocu (Start) to the port of Meizhou Bay
(End), as shown in Fig. 10.

Firstly, continuous environmental information is discretized
approximation by the obstacles modeling method proposed in this

paper, and the USV path planning problem is solved by finding the
shortest path between the Start and End. Then, we adopt the
MAKLINK theory (Habib and Asama, 1991) to map the proposed
obstacles model as a searchable graph, also called MAKLINK Graph.
For the obstacles model, forty-eight nodes (r ¼ 48) are obtained for
each free MAKLINK line, and the nodes and lines are depicted in
Fig. 10(a). MAKLINK Graph is an undirected graph, and is denoted
by GðV ; EÞ, where V ¼ fv0; v1;…; vrþ1g is the set of all nodes
including Start and End, and E is a set of lines which connects all
geometrically alongside nodes without passing through any ob-
stacles. And then, the suboptimal path (blue line) is depicted in
Fig. 10(b), which is obtained by applying Dijkstra algorithm to the
MAKLINKGraph GðV ;EÞ. And the suboptimal path is S ¼ fv0;v35;v31;
v27; v25; v24; v23; v20; v22; v19; v17; v12; v11; v15; v9; v10; v5; v6; v49g, with a
path length of 19:196 kilometers. Finally, the Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO) algorithm is used to optimize the position of the
nodes S on the MAKLINK lines. And the length of the optimal path
(red line) is reduced to 15:988 kilometers, as shown in Fig. 10(b).

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a method for automatic obstacles modeling
based on satellite images. The method mainly includes the
extraction of obstacles features and convex hulls algorithm. The
proposed approach of obstacles features extraction from a high
spatial resolution satellite image can improve the accuracy of ob-
stacles extraction and reduce effects of interference information. In
addition, a novel convex hull algorithm for obstacles is proposed,
which is perfectly suitable for the cluttered environment. The al-
gorithm realizes the binary recursive extraction of the convex hull
edge points. Compared with the traditional convex hull algorithm,
the proposed algorithm reduces the computational complexity and
the running time. Five mathematical evaluation parameters are
calculated respectively, and their values indicate that the obstacles
modeling method is feasible with high resolution satellite images.

Fig. 10. Path planning for USV. (a) MAKLINK Graph nodes and lines. (b) Suboptimal path (blue line) and optimal path (red line).
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As an application, we take advantage of the obtained obstacles
model to find a collision free and shortest path. The further
research will focus on the optimization of path planning algorithm.
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